Sunrise Powerlink Project

APPENDIX B: NON-MINES BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Figure Ap. 8L-1
Solar Thermal Alternative Option 1 and 2 Biological Resources

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
- DSS: Desert Saltbrush Scrub
- DSS-D: Desert Saltbrush Scrub Disturbed
- SCBS: Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub
- SDS-D: Stabilized and Partially Stabilized Desert Sand Dunes

Riparian Scrubs
- MB: Mesquite Bosque

Peninsular Bighorn Sheep Designated Critical Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
- DEV: Developed
- DH: Disturbed Habitat
- NNV: Non-native Vegetation
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